Abstract-The standard modeling framework in functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is predicated on assumptions of linearity, time invariance and stationarity. These assumptions are rarely checked because doing so requires specialized software, although failure to do so can lead to bias and mistaken inference. Identifying model violations is an essential but largely neglected step in standard fMRI data analysis. Using Lagrange multiplier testing methods we have developed simple and efficient procedures for detecting model violations such as nonlinearity, nonstationarity and validity of the common double gamma specification for hemodynamic response. These procedures are computationally cheap and can easily be added to a conventional analysis. The test statistic is calculated at each voxel and displayed as a spatial anomaly map which shows regions where a model is violated. The methodology is illustrated with a large number of real data examples.
I. INTRODUCTION
A STANDARD feature of statistical modeling [1] - [3] is to carry out diagnostic tests of the assumptions behind the model. But this kind of model criticism has not become commonplace in functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data analysis. A consequence is that model violations can lead to wrong conclusions and failure to find sought-after effects.
It would be useful to be able to readily determine whether standard models are adequate for the data at hand or whether more complicated methods are required, without a lot of additional modeling or computation. This paper describes tools we have developed for such assessments.
The linear, time-invariant (LTI) assumption of fMRI analysis is an approximation of underlying signal behavior. The assumption is reasonable to first order [4] for most, but not all, fMRI data. Temporal nonlinear and nonstationary effects can be observed [5] - [8] as the blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) response varies spatially across the brain and temporally between scans [9] .
The Double Gamma is a popular model for the hemodynamic response function (HRF), which underpins conventional fMRI analyses. But its validity on a particular data volume is rarely checked.
Previous attempts at diagnosing model violation in fMRI have offered mostly exploratory or empirical indications of model anomalies [10] . Among those methods, test statistics have been suggested for investigating noise characteristics such as measuring the overall normality, independence or auto-regression within data residuals [11] , [12] . Other important sources of model violation within both fMRI signal and noise have been only loosely characterized [13] .
A quantitative approach to examining model violations would be based upon methods such as likelihood ratio tests (LRT), which require model fitting under the null and the alternative hypotheses. They are usually computationally expensive and typically involve considerable algorithmic and software development; perhaps for these reasons they are rarely done.
Our approach to model diagnostic tests is based on the Lagrange multiplier (LM) testing procedure. Preliminary versions of this approach have appeared in two abstracts [14] , [15] . The LM method (also known as the score testing method) has a long history in statistics [16] and has found widespread application in econometrics [17] , [18] . The crucial feature of the LM approach is that it only requires model fitting under the null hypothesis. This leads to cheap computational procedures involving linear regression that can be easily added to a standard analysis. The result is a measure of model violation at each voxel which, when plotted spatially, we call an LM-anomaly map. Each possible model violation tested generates an associated LM-anomaly map.
If an LM-anomaly map detects violation within an fMRI volume for a particular model, an appropriate replacement model must be specified to ensure results from subsequent analyses can be trusted. Such an alternative model is contained within the structure of the LM-anomaly test.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we reiterate the motivation for model diagnostic testing. In Section III, we review the theory of LM tests and end with a summary of the procedure. In Section IV several tests of common fMRI model inadequacies are developed: a 0278-0062/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE time-varying HRF, the Double Gamma HRF fit and nonlinear HRF. In Section V, these are illustrated on a large amount of fMRI data. Discussion and conclusions are offered in Sections VI and VII, respectively.
Notation and Acronyms: MLE = maximum likelihood estimator; LM = Lagrange multiplier; AR = autoregressive or autoregression; is a constrained MLE; is an unconstrained MLE;
; superscript denotes Hermitian transpose i.e., complex conjugate transpose; or subscript indicates a frequency domain signal.
II. MODEL CRITICISM BACKGROUND
The notion that statistical models can be wrong, indeed are always wrong 1 and that there is thus a need for a formal model criticism (followed if necessary by changes to the model) has a long history in statistics (see, e.g., the first edition of [20] ). Such methods now form a standard part of all modern statistical data analysis. But this practice has diffused slowly into applied fields such as fMRI and allied fields such as statistical signal processing and machine learning.
How then should one carry out a process of model criticism or develop model diagnostics? Two approaches have emerged. An exploratory or omnibus approach and a more formal approach. We now briefly discuss each.
The earliest model criticism or model diagnostic approaches involved analysis of residuals; for details see [3] , [20] (and earlier editions) and the classic monograph [1] , which continues to be important. The idea is simply that if the model is correct the residuals should show no patterns nor be related to any regressors of interest.
Additional model criticism methods have continued to be developed e.g., outlier methods [3] . Compelling examples of these methods have already been exhibited in fMRI, e.g., [11] - [13] . However, many of these approaches while very useful are more in the nature of exploratory methods.
The econometrics community has also thoroughly embraced the model criticism issue but tended towards a formal approach. Thus testing for model misspecification similarly has a long history there [21] , and in particular Lagrange multiplier methods emerged [17] , [18] , [22] in the late 1970s as a versatile formal approach.
The formal approach has the advantage that, unlike the exploratory approach, the model violation of concern has to be explicitly formulated as an alternative hypothesis. It is thus more able to find particular kinds of violation than the omnibus exploratory methods. This formal approach then forms our point of departure.
III. METHODS
Although exposés of LM theory exist [17] , [18] , [22] , being couched in an econometric context they are not easily accessible; also we need to develop some aspects not dealt with in those works. Consequently, we provide a self-contained development. Suppose we have -dimensional data distributed according to a likelihood, dependent on a -dimensional parameter likelihood for simplicity.
is twice differentiable. Consider a general hypothesis, where is an -vector of differentiable functions. We introduce the constrained MLE and the unconstrained MLE
A. Full Rank Theory
The LM test is developed via two Taylor series expansions applied to the log of the likelihood ratio:
, namely
where (1) is the Taylor series approximation of around , and (2) is the Taylor series expansion of around ; also and is evaluated at which denotes a value between and . It is important to note that for large (as is the case for fMRI) the log-likelihood function resembles a quadratic [23] with constant second-derivative (see Fig. 1 ). Therefore, although the actual value of differs for and they asymptotically reach the same value so we can replace them both by . The latter Taylor series (2) gives so substituting this in (1) gives an approximation to the likelihood ratio test statistic (3) We now approximate by the Fisher information, evaluated at which when substituted in (3) gives the LM statistic The crucial feature of this test statistic is that to compute it we only need the constrained parameter estimator, i.e., we only need to fit the model under the null hypothesis [24] . This leads to very fast computation. We expect the LM test to have asymptotically a distribution [16] , [25] 
where we have used a well-known formula for partitioned matrix inversion. We summarize this as follows.
1) Result II:
To test the subparameter hypothesis, where .
1) Compute the constrained MLE, .
2) Calculate the gradient and partitioned information matrix appearing in (4). 3) Compute the LM statistic given in (5).
C. Gaussian Likelihood With Subparameter Constraint
When the parameters are partitioned into mean and variance parameters we also get a simplification including a linear regression-like structure. Suppose we partition system, noise the log likelihood is then where , is the mean function and is the noise covariance. Assuming the errors are normally distributed as , the constraint only involves the signal parameters affecting the mean. The partial derivatives of the log-likelihood function are then only dependent on ;
. We then find
So we can calculate the regression matrices under the null hypothesis condition
while (8) Then using partitioned matrix inversion (5) becomes so the LM test statistic is
We summarize this in the following. 2) Generate the error vector regression matrices , from (6), (7) and partitioned information matrix (8).
3) Compute the LM statistic given in (9)-(11) as follows. In many applications, the covariance matrix will be a Toeplitz matrix corresponding to a stationary noise. In that case the covariance matrix is approximately diagonalized by the discrete Fourier transform [26] . Then the LM statistic becomes (11) where subscript indicates a frequency domain signal and is the fitted noise spectrum under the null hypothesis; . This frequency domain expression is important not only because it leads to cheap computation but also it enables us to understand intuitively what the LM-statistic is doing.
Firstly, we factor the spectrum as , e.g., if we have an AR (1) spectrum then . Then the first bracket of the numerator in has the form .
Thus, the numerator is a squared correlation between a filtered residual and a filtered synthetic regressor signal. This synthetic signal represents the potential presence of the anomaly. If the anomaly is present, then it will remain in the residual and so the correlation will be large. The Q matrix normalizes the squared correlation, accounting for the effect of the regressor and the noise.
D. Summary of Lagrange Multiplier Procedure
The steps to design a test for a particular model violation using the Lagrange Multiplier procedure are as follows. is the unbiased estimate of the noise spectrum under . 6) Calculate the test statistic of (11) in the frequency domain. The test is applied individually to each voxel time-series in an fMRI data volume. The resulting test statistics are plotted spatially as an LM-anomaly map. Applying a Bonferroni-corrected [27] threshold to the test statistic based upon the distribution and desired accuracy level gives a spatial LM-anomaly map showing the significant areas of model violation.
The anomaly regression matrix emphasizes the link between the LM procedure and the process of choosing explanatory variables to include in a regression analysis. The LM testing approach would equate to objectively selecting additional model regressors, rather than an heuristic choice based upon intuition.
E. What to do if a Model Violation Occurs
If model violation is detected, then the model being tested under the null hypothesis is invalid and a different model must be fitted. Since the LM test construction already requires specification of a model under the alternative hypothesis, this model is a natural candidate to be tested. Yet that requires fitting under the alternative and then construction of a likelihood ratio test; all of this needs specialized software and is outside the scope of this paper.
Since the LM test is an approximation to the LRT it can also be viewed as an approximate activation map under the alternative model. In this paper, we are far more concerned to emphasize its use as an anomaly detector. As indicated the correct approach will be to invest in development of an LRT type procedure which would account for any anomalies arising from the simple model fit.
IV. APPLICATIONS
We first explain the modeling assumptions for fMRI signal and noise before deriving three LM-anomaly diagnostic tests 2 in Sections IV-A and IV-C. These are not comprehensive for fMRI model criticism and other anomaly tests can easily be constructed for different model attributes.
The basic dynamic linear model of fMRI is time invariant with time-stationary noise but is spatially varying. It has the following form at each voxel (for ease of readability we do not show the voxel subscript on each signal): (12) where is the baseline + drift; drift typically being unremoved motion artifact, which mostly shows up at the periphery of the brain image [28] . is the hemodynamic response to the stimulus.
is the colored noise of mixed origin but probably including physiological noise as well as scanner noise.
We model the baseline + drift with orthogonal polynomials where e.g., ; usually or is sufficient. Other options such as cosine trend models are possible.
We describe the model of signals and in detail as follows.
1) HRF Model:
The hemodynamic response is a convolution of an HRF with the stimulus , . For two of our test statistics we use a nonparametric specification of the HRF utilizing sampled continuous Laguerre polynomials [29] , [30] which have several advantages over other HRF methods. 1) They provide one of the very few causal basis expansions that span the space of linear transfer functions. 2) Aside from one tuning parameter, they yield a linear regression model, unlike rational transfer function models. 3) In the fMRI case, we have found that usually only two or three parameters are required, which is many fewer than required for Finite Impulse Response models [31] . Continuous Laguerre polynomials are orthogonal with respect to an exponential weighting function. Our Laguerre-basis set multiplies each continuous Laguerre function by the weighting function (see the Appendix). The discretized basis functions obtained by sampling these continuous weighted Laguerre functions are not completely orthogonal, but approach orthogonality as the sampling interval decreases. Hence, we generate the HR convolution using oversampled signals to obtain this close orthogonal approximation, before subsampling the convolved hemodynamic response model to the measured TR of the data.
Discrete Laguerre polynomials, designed to be properly orthogonal in the discrete domain, have been used previously in fMRI analysis [32] . However, they do not provide as much flexibility to changes in the sampling rate, TR, as do continuous Laguerre polynomials so we do not use them in this work.
The Laguerre-basis model is then where are parameters to be estimated and is a filtered version of the input stimulus which can be precomputed; is chosen using BIC [33] . For the third test we use a parametric nonlinear model.
2) Noise Model: The noise model is an model where are the AR parameters with chosen using BIC and is the variance of the white noise . The associated spectrum is . In matrix form the model is where has rows , has rows and has a Toeplitz variance matrix . We now set up the test statistics for three different model anomalies.
A. Testing Double Gamma HRF
The Double Gamma HRF (also referred to as the Canonical HRF) model commonly used by SPM software (www.fil. ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) and others can be represented as a finite Laguerre polynomial basis expansion with particular coefficients which we derive in the Appendix. For this application we test the exact Double Gamma HRF specified by SPM software. Other software uses a Double Gamma function with different shape parameters and so a different (but structurally similar) test must be designed for those cases.
Using the fully nonparametric Laguerre basis expansion, we test whether the coefficients differ from those corresponding to the SPM Double Gamma. We design the test statistic in the frequency domain 
B. Testing for Time-Varying HRF
Here we test for temporal nonstationarity of the fMRI signal. In this case we allow the HRF parameters to be time varying so that is replaced by . We parameterize the time varying parameters by a cosine series where is chosen using BIC, and is a data taper used to minimize bias due to Gibbs ringing; a typical choice is the cosine bell . Note that has period but since the data exists only over the interval we avoid periodicity problems that would occur with a Fourier series. It is well known that the cosine series provides a complete basis system for continuous functions on [34] and is closely related to the discrete cosine transform. The overall model now becomes (13) where ; and . The -vector has entries sampled at (see the Appendix). The matrix form is where has rows ; has rows . It is clear then that we need simply to test the hypothesis that the subvector and we can apply Result III to the signals of (13) since for the signals in frequency domain. Under the null hypothesis condition this leads to Since our model is linear in the signal parameters, the question arises as to why a likelihood ratio test is not used in place of the LM test. The reason is that the noise parameters occur nonlinearly which would require a second (nonstandard) model fit under the alternative hypothesis. With the LM test we only need the one (standard) model fit under the null.
The resulting test statistic calculated at each voxel is plotted spatially as an LM-anomaly map.
C. Test for BOLD Nonlinearity
Here we develop a test for the presence of nonlinearity in the BOLD response. We are not aware of any previous example of such a test in fMRI. We use the parametric nonlinear model of [7] , [8] (it is similar to others such as the Volterra model) which takes the standard model (12) and replaces the first two terms with a product of a blood volume mean + convolution term and a blood flow mean + convolution term. On expanding the product we get a sum of a baseline + drift , plus two convolutions and an "interaction" term . The idea is to test the hypothesis that the interaction term is zero.
In These results are then used to calculate the test statistic of (11), which is plotted spatially as the LM-anomaly map.
V. RESULTS
The three tests were applied to both real and simulated fMRI data. Simulation results are presented in Section V-A. We show detailed results from a single real data volume in Section V-B and summarize results from multisubject analyses in Section V-C.
In all cases the test statistic threshold is applied at the level and we correct for the effects of simultaneous inference using the Bonferroni method to adjust the threshold level of the test statistics. Other methods such as controlling false discovery rate and family-wise error correction could also be used. We use BIC to choose the Laguerre basis set order , used in the Time-Varying HRF and Double Gamma HRF tests. Noise is modeled as an AR white noise process with BIC order selection for .
A. Simulation
Simulation involved embedding block-and event-type input stimulus signals into a 50 50 voxel slice of real resting state fMRI data; half of the voxels were chosen randomly to be embedded with signal to emulate the alternative hypothesis, i.e., the "anomaly" condition. The other voxels had data embedded to simulate the null hypothesis test condition at SNR levels described throughout the results. Results are consistent under variation of the input stimulus pattern.
1) Testing for Double Gamma HRF:
Simulation involved embedding a synthetic BOLD hemodynamic signal within the data such that it is: 1) plausible that it could represent a real BOLD hemodynamic signal (and therefore heuristically similar to the SPM Double Gamma HRF); 2) sufficiently different from the Double Gamma function that it can be detected as violating a BOLD activation model which uses the SPM Double Gamma HRF specification. A combination of sigmoid functions was used to emulate the HRF (Fig. 2) with SNR equivalent to estimates from real data.
From (12), SNR is calculated as . Accounting for the inconsistent spatial variation and large covariance between and at each activated voxel, this is estimated as SNR since is not directly accessible from the data. We use the mean SNR over all activated voxels.
Testing for increasing numbers of extra Laguerre basis functions within the data gives an increasing true-positive rate as expected (Fig. 3) . This shows that the test statistic is able to detect the presence of activation signal within real fMRI data which is significantly different to the commonly used Double Gamma model. Results are consistent under variation of simulation and analysis parameters, including using different synthetic HRF specifications than the example composite sigmoid signal of Fig. 2 .
2) Testing for Time-Varying Hemodynamic Response: Simulation results testing for a time-varying hemodynamic response , equating to real data; see (14) . These results from an event-type stimulus pattern are consistent with those from an extended block-style stimulus.
are shown as ROC curves with SNR [ Fig. 4(a) ] and SNR [ Fig. 4(b) ]. Noise as described under the null hypothesis condition in Section IV-B includes the basic stationary activation signal. The time-varying signal ratio (TVSR) is then the variance ratio of added time-varying signal to the basic stationary activation signal. SNR is calculated as the ratio (14) Typical SNR and TVSR values measured from real data are both between , with a mean SNR of 1.2. While the test statistic calculation incorporates HRF parameters tapered by a cosine function, the time-varying signals embedded in simulated data have weighting corresponding to calculated values from real data, with the cumulative signal variance scaled to the desired SNR as in (14) . The results in Fig. 4 indicate that the algorithm is effective, since a threshold applied at of the distribution with Bonferroni correction gives no false positive detection within the parameter test range equating to real data, although there is some loss of power at low SNR. Results are consistent under variation of parameters.
3) Testing for BOLD Response Nonlinearity: Data simulation involved adding increasing amounts of nonlinear component to the resting state fMRI data. SNR is calculated as where we use the same physiologically based nonlinear model as [7] with corresponding embedded weightings for linear terms. Simulation results in Fig. 5 show the test is effective for a realistic range of SNR values, SNR
. Results are consistent under variation of simulation and analysis parameters.
B. Single Subject Real Data
Here, we describe detailed results from a single fMRI scan which is representative of the multisubject results in Section V-C.
Data is from a combined visual/motor experiment solving simple mathematical calculation. Four-digit numbers were presented on a screen until the subject indicated a response (sum of two numbers being higher/lower than a third) by pressing one of two buttons with the right index finger, at which point the visual stimulus was removed. Data was acquired using a 3T Philips "Achieva" MRI scanner with 2.000 s TR; voxel size 3.125 3.125 5 millimeters, volume dimensions 61 50 28 slices ; 335 temporally sampled volumes. Data was preprocessed using SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) without spatial or temporal smoothing.
The input stimulus is modeled as an impulse at the time of button press, to model the decision-making process in the experiment. Model anomalies are also detected when input stimulus is modeled as an impulse at the time of visual presentation; however, we exclude those results for clarity as they are largely similar to those included.
1) Testing for Double Gamma HRF:
Here, the LM-anomaly statistic is used to test whether the Double Gamma HRF is a valid impulse response model for BOLD activation.
In addition to the LM-anomaly map, we show results from conventional fMRI tests for BOLD activation. For clarity we have fitted the activation model under both the null and alternative hypotheses; but we emphasize that detecting model violation only requires fitting under the null. We have shown fitting under the alternative here purely for comparison. Fig. 6(a) shows the LM-anomaly map for the Double Gamma HRF which detects substantial areas of model violation within the data.
The presence of anomaly in Fig. 6(a) is well explained by the discrepancy between activation maps generated from different model fits. The test for activation using the nonparametric Laguerre-polynomial HRF specification (i.e., the alternative hypothesis condition, ) shows extensive areas of detected BOLD signal [ Fig. 6(b) ]; however the activation test under , using the common SPM Double Gamma HRF specification, detects almost no voxels [ Fig. 6(c) ]. Fig. 6(d) shows the anomaly corresponds almost completely to those areas detected by the conventional activation test statistic using the nonparametric Laguerre HRF specification. This indicates that the conventional method of testing for BOLD activation using the Double Gamma HRF has failed catastrophically. The SPM Double Gamma function is therefore insufficient as a model for hemodynamic BOLD signal present within this data.
2) Testing for Time-Varying Hemodynamic Response:
The real data results from the LM-anomaly map show model violation distributed across the brain volume [ Fig. 7(a) ]. Although the areas of violation are predominantly different to those areas detected by the standard BOLD activation test [ Fig. 7(b) ], there are also areas of overlap between the activation and anomaly maps. These results indicate the BOLD activation test may include false-negative and false-positive errors within the calculated activation map. Furthermore, the pattern of detected model violation in the LM-anomaly map is similar to a motion artefact pattern, which suggests an additional explanation of the diagnostic results: that inadequate motion-correction during preprocessing has let timevarying signal characteristics remain. We estimate the extent of this effect by separately applying the LM-anomaly test with an augmented model which includes movement parameters calculated during preprocessing. The Time-Varying HRF test then detects fewer anomaly voxels when including the movement measurements in the model. Importantly, this possible preprocessing error would not have been detected without this diagnostic test, since the accompanying BOLD activation test statistic map does not suggest any such movement errors (whether or not movement regressors are included in the model). Regardless, the results indicate a need for further examination of the data and possibly the use of a time-varying activation model in subsequent analyses.
3) Testing for BOLD Response Nonlinearity: Results from the real data are shown in Fig. 8 . The LM-anomaly map shows the nonlinear BOLD signal component present within cerebellum and lower visual cortex. Since this area corresponds with some, but not all, of the area detected by conventional activation statistic, there may be some false positive and/or false negative detections due to the model violation; the activation statistic is not reliable and we need to develop a procedure that allows for nonlinearity in order to properly analyze the data.
Along with the plausible pattern of BOLD activation within visual cortex (shown in Fig. 8(b) , the activation statistic detects distributed voxels across the entire cerebellum. While such extended cerebellar activation is not impossible, only focal activation patterns would be expected given the design of the experiment [35] . The LM-anomaly statistic also detects focal cerebellar model violation. These results further challenge the validity of the basic activation model from a physiological viewpoint.
C. Multiple Subject Real Data
To demonstrate the general application and importance of these diagnostic tests in fMRI, we analyzed data from four different experiments for a total of 370 individual fMRI data volumes; refer Table I . The data were selected to represent a range of fMRI experiment types and input stimulus patterns (both block-and event-type) with varying complexity; three are from published work, publicly accessible at the fMRI Data Center repository (http://www.fmridc.org/, and one is from an unpublished study at Neuroscience Research Australia (NeuRA) on presentation of pseudo-homophones with associated decision making regarding the validity of the words. Tests were conducted with the same input stimulus patterns as analyzed in published work, and all relevant stimulus patterns for the unpublished data.
As summarized in Table II , the cumulative results from all experiments show widespread violations in basic model assumptions for these data. The three LM-anomaly diagnostic tests were applied 1198 times each, across all applicable combinations of subject, intrasubject session and input-stimulus pattern. We reviewed each of the 3594 anomaly maps individually and excluded the 21% of results where the anomaly existed only in nonbrain areas, e.g., venous sinuses. We manually reviewed the data instead of applying automatic brain extraction algorithms due to the infeasibility of adjusting the associated tuning parameters for such large amounts of data, which would otherwise constrain some fMRI volumes to contain nonbrain voxels or remove some valid cortical data.
In total, 1725/3594 48 of all tests detected model violation somewhere within the particular fMRI brain volume. Only 121/1198 10 combinations of subject/session/stimulus-condition did not violate any model assumptions for any of the three LM-anomaly tests conducted.
Results for the detection rate of anomaly voxels in the largest data set (Fig. 9) show that the Time-Varying HRF and Double Gamma HRF models are violated in many voxels, across extensive areas of the brain, in a large proportion of those scanning sessions. The nonlinear HRF model is violated in only few voxels, in a small proportion of the fMRI data volumes from that experiment.
Including movement measurements from preprocessing as extra parameters in the fMRI model (as in results Section V-B2) affects the detection of model violation only in the NeuRA data; the rate of anomaly detection reported in Table II across all tests for NeuRA data is 24 less than when movement parameters are excluded from the fMRI model. Reviewing the NeuRA data reveals sparse anomaly patterns around the edge of a small proportion of scans which could be representative of motion artefact, similar to the single subject test for Time-Varying HRF (Section V-B-II). Anomaly maps from the 119FM, 119AG, and 1198T experiments do not appear to contain motion artefact.
VI. DISCUSSION
We have shown that applying LM diagnostic tests to fMRI data consistently identifies violations in model assumptions. This confirms the necessity of rigorous model criticism for fMRI analysis.
The FMRIDC data sets contain multiple scanning sessions for each subject performing identical experiments. Examining the patterns of model violations detected reveals strong consistency in results between repeated sessions; such that exactly replicating an experiment in separate scanning sessions usually gives the same decision on whether the basic fMRI model has been violated somewhere within the data volume. This consistency within results between sessions reaffirms the necessity of performing further analysis even in cases where only a few voxels are detected as violating model assumptions for a given LM-anomaly test.
The pattern of detected anomaly varies between experiments, subjects and stimulus conditions but is empirically consistent within each of those factors for these particular data. In particular, the anomaly maps from experiments 119AG and 1198T show particularly clustered patterns of anomaly corresponding variously with those areas of brain identified in the published work as well as other areas of cortex. Anomaly maps from the 119FM and NeuRA experiments show qualitatively sparse anomaly patterns distributed throughout the particular brain volumes with less clustering of voxels. The model violation appearing to be induced from physical motion artefact in the NeuRA data is equally important and relevant as those anomalies from a physiological origin, since this source of error may not have been visually apparent in subsequent BOLD activation maps.
The discrepancy in observing apparent motion artefact between different experiments could be explained by the large differences in scanning time per session (Table I) between the NeuRA and FMRIDC data. We expect a longer cumulative scanning time to give rise to more movement artefact in fMRI data. This is observed in the data analyzed herein.
Detailed results from the single data volume in Section V-B demonstrate a typical diagnostic analysis.
The experiment involved various cognitive activities from the time of stimulus (observing numbers) to making a decision (button press). Previous analyses for BOLD signal within this data [15] had shown cognitive activation in expected areas of visual cortex, motor cortex and medial frontal lobe. The results presented herein demonstrate the violation of three common fMRI model assumptions in parts of this particular data volume, indicating a need for further analysis using more appropriate models.
It is particularly interesting that a conventional test for BOLD activation using the nonparametric continuous Laguerre polynomial basis set for the HRF model detects activation in almost exactly the same areas as the LM-anomaly map for violation of the SPM Double Gamma model. In contrast, the conventional BOLD activation test using the SPM Double Gamma HRF detects almost no activation at all. Again the point here is that with almost no extra computation the anomaly map is showing that the SPM Double Gamma fails badly on this data. The Laguerre-model fitting just illustrates in more detail what is happening in this case.
It is important to reiterate that the Double Gamma anomaly test is not affected by temporal drift artefact within the data, since that effect is included in the null hypothesis model. Other possible confounding factors such as Time-to-Onset delay of the HRF (see [15] ) are assumed to be zero in both the Laguerre and Double Gamma models, so the model comparison is not affected. We note that this analysis does not use the exact same processing pipeline as SPM software, due to our slightly different noise modelling and test statistic threshold selection. However, the analysis is consistent since we use the same noise model throughout all our analyses. Therefore, the Double Gamma LM test results only indicate model violation for the exact SPM Double Gamma HRF specification and do not reflect on the efficacy of other aspects of SPM software analysis. Equivalent LM model violation tests can easily be designed for other Double Gamma HRF specifications.
An obvious interpretation of LM-test model violation results is to show possible areas of false-positive activation detection, when LM-anomaly maps overlap with activation maps. However, it is equally important to consider the indications of falsenegative results, arising when a region of anomaly does not overlap with detected BOLD activation regions; lack of activation detection may mean some anomaly suppresses it as in the Double Gamma case.
Our test for BOLD signal nonlinearity is based on a physiologically motivated nonlinear model of behavior within the brain, estimating BOLD signal as an interaction between blood volume and blood flow. Although this is a viable model, further research has since extended and refined understanding of nonlinear BOLD behavior (e.g., [39] and [40] ) as well as the nonlinear adaptation of raw neural signal components [41] . It would be interesting to test and compare the appropriateness of such advanced nonlinear models using Lagrange multiplier anomaly tests, further exploring the relationship between multiple stimuli, study design, scan parameters and intersession variability.
To the best of our knowledge there are no existing theoretical tests for the presence of BOLD signal nonlinearity. Volterra characterization of the nonlinear Balloon model [39] treats the hemodynamic system as a black box, hence only judging the nonlinearity fit through empirical comparison of the model and associated Volterra series expansion. In contrast, the LM method directly and quantitatively tests specific model characteristics, without needing to actually fit the alternative model.
Other future development of Lagrange Multiplier methods could include testing for fMRI model violation in such assumptions as spatial independence, validity of the "Double Gamma with temporal derivative" HRF specification and stationary noise distributions.
In the examples presented, the model assumptions are not violated at every "active" voxel which supposedly contains relevant BOLD signal. Nevertheless, we suggest that data showing any model violation should be reanalyzed using more advanced methodology appropriate to the types of model violations found. As outlined in Section III-D, the alternative model is specified already as part of the anomaly test derivation.
Fitting that alternative model (e.g., for subsequent BOLD activation testing if that is the aim of the experiment) can present challenges depending on the circumstance. Mainstream fMRI software packages offer some choice in model selection, e.g., using a FIR model for the HRF estimation; however, many suitable model choices are not straightforward to implement or are available only from in-house software development. This presents an ongoing challenge to provide suitable, accessible software for the fMRI community.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have developed an approach to testing for model inadequacies or anomalies in fMRI analysis. The method, based on Lagrange multiplier hypothesis tests, requires only that a standard fMRI model be fitted. Using this, minor additional computations are made to produce an "anomaly" map showing where model violations occur.
Almost any kind of model anomaly can be investigated. It is required only that the alternative hypothesis be specified in terms of a statistical model, then a test statistic can be generated based on the Lagrange multiplier methodology. We have illustrated the process with three examples: a test for the validity of the Double Gamma HRF, a test for the presence of nonlinearity within the HRF and a test for a time varying HRF. By analyzing a large amount of data we found widespread model violations in at least two of these cases.
If model anomalies are detected using these diagnostic tests, the tested models are invalid at those voxels. Further fMRI analysis requires a different model be fitted, e.g., the model specified under the alternative hypothesis.
Finally, our extensive data analysis has clearly demonstrated that model criticism needs to become a standard part of fMRI data analysis; Lagrange multiplier methods provide a cheap and informative way of helping to accomplish that.
APPENDIX
Here, we derive the coefficients for a continuous time Laguerre polynomial basis expansion of the HRF.
We first specify a weight function where is user chosen; we take it to be an integer.
The Laguerre polynomials are th-order polynomials determined by the requirement of being orthogonal with respect to the weight function i.e.,
We now expand the HRF as where are coefficients to be found. If is known these are found as follows: (15) If is unknown we truncate the series to terms and estimate the coefficients by maximum likelihood.
For the SPM Double Gamma, we choose which gives the most efficient derivation; so where , . Then we can find the coefficients using the monomial expansion in terms of continuous Laguerre polynomials [29] (16) and substituting it into (15) . This yields and (17) We denote the Double Gamma coefficients calculated in (17) as . We thus denote in general as .
